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The Glamox Group

Quality brands and solutions
The Group owns a range of quality lighting brands including Glamox, 
Aqua Signal, Luxo, Norselight and LINKSrechts. Glamox is committed 
to meeting customer needs and expectations by providing quality 
products and solutions, service and support.

Technology and expertise
Our products and solutions are developed and tested by 
our engineers at our own research and testing facilities, and 
manufactured and certified in accordance with all relevant quality 
and environmental standards. They are based on the latest technology 
and expertise – and generations of experience.

Glamox is a Norwegian industrial group that develops, 
manufactures and distributes professional lighting solutions 
for the global market.



Norwegian mountains, from Skårasalen in Sunnmøre.
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Potential gains are:
• Energy savings up to 90%
• Reduced maintenance cost
• Longer lifetime due to low running time

Energy savings by LED, motion 
and daylight sensor system

Glamox Light Management System presents a complete lighting 
solution. We have attained the high quality of our luminaires and 
made complete solutions with carefully chosen smart technology; 
including daylight and motion sensors. This allows you to reduce 
your energy consumption, expand the lifetime of the installation 
and reduce maintenance cost.
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Light Management Systems 
for Cruise Vessels, Mega Yachts,  
Ferries and special purpose vessels

Glamox Light Management System offers solutions for 
setting and controlling light scenes, dimming functions, 
entertainment or blind control. 

Our scope of work contains engineering, 
delivery, commissioning and documentation 
for any kind of vessel, regardless if it is a 
Cruise vessel, a Mega Yacht or a car carrier. 
In more than twenty years of experience, 
Glamox has delivered more than 170 
systems of various size and complexity. 

You define what you need, and we 
connect lighting solutions based on your 
requirements.
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Because our physiological response to light 
depends on the light’s characteristics such 
as colour spectrum, intensity and timing, the 
characteristics of the artificial light in our 
surroundings will be of significance if we 
spend a lot of time indoors. Human Centric 
Lighting solutions can support the human 
circadian rhythm, enhance concentration, 
prevent sleeping disorders and improve our 
overall well-being.

What is Human Centric Lighting?
Human Centric Lighting solutions on board 
can bring increased energy and motivation 
to the crew. For example can a cool white 
light with high intensity in the beginning of 
the workday shift our sleep phase forward 
and help reset our biological clock. For 
countries with little daylight during the winter 
months, “tuneable white light” luminaires 
may reduce winter depressions and other 
seasonal affective disorders.

Increased comfort and productivity 
with Human Centric Lighting

Light has a great effect on us humans. Not only does it allow  
us to see. Light stimulates us, and influences our moods and  
activity levels.

How it works
Our circadian rhythm is adapted to the sun. 
We feel more awake and perform better 
during the day, while our body has its 
lowest performance at night when we are 
usually asleep.

There are many things that affect the 
circadian rhythm, including the timing and 
duration of sleep, food consumption etc. But 
the most important external factor affecting 
the circadian rhythm is daylight – and in 
particular specific parts of daylight. The eye 
contains photoreceptor cells called ganglion 
cells. They are particularly sensitive to a 
specific wavelength found in blue light. 
When these cells are exposed to blue-
enriched light with the correct intensity level, 
they send signals to our ’inner clock’ that, in 
turn, manages the secretion of the sleeping 
hormone melatonin. Simply stated, the more 
cool white light you are exposed to, the 
more the need for sleep is mitigated.
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Don’t miss the human factor

Particularly for people who are cut short of daylight during working 
hours, the simulation of natural light scenarios is important to 
synchronise the body clock. This is why our lighting solutions 
include Human Centric Lighting.

As humans, light has a significant effect on 
us. Not only does it allow us to see. Light 
stimulates us, and influences our moods 
and activity levels. Natural daylight is also 
the most important “time-giver” to control 
our circadian rhythm. When working in 
an environment where there is no access 
to daylight, this may cause disturbances 
in sleep patterns and reduced human 
performance. This is worth considering given 
that workplaces on modern naval ships are 
among the most cost intensive in existence. 
Human performance in these workplaces  
is a crucial factor when maximising a 
mission’s output.

Human Centric Lighting is a lighting solution 
that mimics the qualities of daylight to 
enhance human performance, wellbeing 
and to support a favourable circadian 
rhythm. This new use of light is made 
possible because of new knowledge about 
the biological effects of light, and because 
of recent innovations in lighting technology.
The daylight rhythm normally synchronises 
the body’s clock mechanism along with 
strength and motivation – an almost absent 
environmental factor in the daily life of naval 
forces. This is why LINKSrechts Advanced 
Naval Lighting System also includes 
Human Centric Lighting that is specifically 
designed for naval work environments as 

a state-of-the-art technology that counters 
the deteriorating effects of artificial lighting. 
Without compromising other requirements 
we can now meet the biological needs of 
the crew, increasing their readiness and their 
overall performance. We call this “Mission 
optimised lighting”.

The advantages of “Mission 
optimised lighting” are:

• Improvement of work results
• Increased crew performance
• Preventing health risks
• Simulates a better circadian rhythm

3:00
a.m.

6 a.m.       noon       6 p.m.       midnight       6 a.m.       noon       6 p.m.       midnight       6 a.m.

Melatonin Cortisol
9:00
a.m.
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DL40 has a light but robust aluminium housing, which is available in three 
different finishes: white, chrome and brass. The ability to produce decorative 
illumination combined with the neat and elegant design, makes DL40 ideal for 
applications such as public areas, cabins and passenger areas on cruise ships.

Light source LED
Driver Integrated, on/off (HF), dimmable phase cut (HF),  
 dimmable DALI, D2W dimtowarm as HF or DALI,  
 nightlight option (HF-NL) or UPS version (HF-Z)
Connection Cable with quick connector (Wago, Ensto or Wieland) or  
 cable with connection box that has push in terminal block.
Housing Solid die casted aluminum with integrated trim
Design According to marine requirements
Colour White painted (RAL 9016), chrome or gold anodized
Tiltable +/-20 degrees
Cut out Ø108 or Ø92 mm
Colour tolerances MacAdams 3
Colour rendering CRI > 80 or on request CRI >90, D2W CRI >90
 Colour temperature:
 3000K or 4000K on request, 
 D2W from 1900K to 3000K
Lifetime Minimum 50 000 hours
Light distribution 25, 40 or 60°
Voltage 220-240V; 50/60Hz, other voltages on request
Light output From 496 to 889 lm with 5, 7 or 10W.  
 
 For precise lumen values please find product information  
 on our website, www.glamox.com/gmo

DL40 Downlights (family) Series 60/61

Aqua Signal’s Series 60 and Series 61 are LED navigation lights for vessels from 
20 to 50 meters and above 50 meters in length. Long product lifetime has been 
an essential priority when designing the two single tier lanterns. A smart, tamper 
proof countdown system will also give the user a warning when it’s time to 
replace the lanterns. Even at an ambient temperature at 45°C the lifetime is  
100 000 hours. Navigation lights are all about safety. Glamox has developed 
Series 60 and 61 to make worries about failing lanterns redundant. 

Application Series 60: vessels from 20 to 50 m in length.
  Series 61: vessels >50 m in length.
Basic facts  Lightsource: LED
  Protection class: IP66/IP67
  Ambient Temperature: -25°C ≤ T ≤ 55°C
  Voltage: 115V-230V AC or 24V DC
  Frequency: 50/60 Hz
Housing  Polycarbonate housing and housing cover.
 Borosilicate glass. Top: Seawater resistant aluminium
 Stainless screws and nuts (Hexagon nuts M6)
Cable Gland Cable gland M25 x 1.5 Polyamide, for outer cable  
 Ø 9,00-17,00 mm / Up to 400 m cable run
Quality The products have gone through a series of tests including:
 1. Shock tests (up to 15g, 3-Axes)
 2. Vibration testing (2.3g for 2 hours)
 3. Climatic testing (-25°C up to +55°C)
 4. Salt mist spray tests (level 6 at 1000 hours)
 5. EMC testing
 6. Tests for IP rating (Dust and water)
Dimensions & Weight Dimension: 154 mm × 190 mm × 180 mm
 Weight of plastic luminaire 24V: 1,5 kg
 Weight of plastic luminaire 115V–230V: 1,9 kg
Certificates Wheelmark
 UL (pending)
 RMRS (pending)
 5-year-warranty
Approvals - EN 14744 (20015 – including AC 2006) Inland and  
 Seagoing vessels - Navigational lights standards
 - IEC 60945 Ed. 4.0, 2002 including Corr.1, 2008  
 Maritime navigation and radio equipment standards, 
 including EMC
 - COLREG 72, Annex I/14 International regulations for  
 preventing collisions at sea
 - MSC.253(83) Performance standards for navigational  
 lights and control panels and associated equipment.

IP
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DL42

The DL42-R77 is a compact LED-downlight specifically designed to be integrated 
into B0 or B15 fire approved metal ceilings. The use of fire resistant materials 
combined with a unique heat sink makes this downlight to the perfect choice for 
B15 ceilings. With the use of the DL42-R77 there is no need for any additional 
heat caps on the opposite side of the ceiling to keep the B15 approval. The 
installation of the luminaire is easy with self-tapping screws. The DL42-R77 comes 
with an external or integrated HF driver. Various decor designs are available to 
customers choice. Designeld only for useage in metal ceilings.

Light source LED 756 lumen out
  Colour rendering: CRI > 80, 3000 K
      Power consumption 8 W
      Lifetime: 50 000 hour, L70 at max Ta=45°C 
Driver  The output depends on the version: fix integrated or   
  external
Mounting  Recessed mounting, fixed with 6 self-tapping screws.  
  To be delivered with 300 mm cable.
Connection Connection possibilities with ENSTO (QCE), WAGO  
  (QCA) quick connector or cable without quick connector  
  (C1).
Optic  25° or 38° clear optic. Optional 80° opalic.
Electric  Different versions:
  DL42 HFi: Switch on/off, internal driver
  DL42 HFe: Switch on/off, external driver
  DL42 24: Switch on/off, 24V DC, internal driver
  DL42 HFNL: Night Light, 10-100%, internal driver
  DL42 HFDa: Dimmable, 1-10V, external driver
  DL42 Dali: Dimmable, DALI, external driver 
  DL42 PC: Dimmable, phase cut, external driver
Housing  The mounting ring is made of 1.5mm thick steel plate and  
  is screwed with self-tapping screws to the ceiling panel.  
  The housing is specially designed to avoid temperature  
  expanding and is made of stainless steel. The gap  
  between the housing and the ceiling insulation will be  
  closed under high temperatures by expanding graphite  
  foam, which is located around the housing. The heat sink  
  is made of aluminum and transfers the heat from the LED  
  via the mounting ring into the ceiling panel.
Application For all B15 rated pax, public and crew areas such as  
  cabins, corridors, staircases, shops, libraries, lounges,  
  restaurant. Designed only for useage in metal ceilings.
Design  Designed for B0 and B15 ceilings. Only for useage in  
  metal ceilings. According to marine classification societies  
  and IEC standards
Decors  In chrome (CH) or white (WH). Other colours on request.

EL40

EL40 emergency LED sign has a modern compact design with a focus at low 
building heights. It is available as recessed (EL40-R) or surface (EL40-S) mounted 
versions. Frames are delivered  in polished stainless steel or in white painted 
steel.  EL40 is available in wide selection off signs  and it can easy added 
custom made signs on request.

Lightsource LED
Material / colour polished stainless steel or white painted steel.
Ballast Delivered with IP67 Wieland quick connector.
 Optional delivered with Wao Midi or Ensto NAC IP20  
 quick connectors.
Mounting Easy installation with quick connector

• Endless LED-strip configuration
• MED certificate by GL
• Flexible LED-strip, able to be installed in curved areas as well
• Hi-intensive “true-green” LEDs
• Totally capsulated

Low location lighting 3L
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TL50

The innovative LED outdoor lighting fixtures are applicable for a wide range of 
different areas, e.g. workshops, stores, passage ways etc. They are designed 
to meet maritime requirements and to save energy and maintenance cost due to 
extreme long lifetime. The combination of material and design assures a excellent 
heat management and therefor a long lifetime. 

Mounting Mounted to the ceiling or cable trays by: screws, different  
 screwed mounting brackets, shock mounts or triangles are  
 available. Mounting distace adjustable
Connection Connection box with cable entry 2xM25x1.5 polyamide  
 D7-17mm and blind plugs 2xM25x1.5 polyamide  
 Terminal 3-pole/4 mm²
Electric Flexible wiring heat resistant up to 105°C Versions for  
 emergency with 3 hours battery backup (Ta40°C)  
 available
Housing Seawater resistant, galvanized aluminium housing
Lightsource/Optic Designed in two length with 2200 or 4500 lumen output  
 from the fixture, Led’s are covered by opalic  
 polycarbonate diffuser
Application For areas like car decks, open decks, and other  
 demanding applications such as extreme weather  
 conditions at sea
Design According to rules of maritime classification societies, 
 additional VDE and IEC/EN
Ambient Temp. Operation from -25ºC up to +45ºC in standard version
Finish Grey anodized

IP

The innovative LED outdoor lighting fixtures are applicable for a wide range of 
different areas, e.g. workshops, engine rooms, stores, passage ways etc.
They are designed to meet maritime requirements and to save energy and 
maintenance cost due to extreme long lifetime. The combination of material and 
design assures a excellent heat management and therefor a long lifetime.

Mounting Mounted to the ceiling or cable trays by: screws, different  
 screwed or welded mounting brackets, shock mounts or  
 triangles are available. Mounting distance adjustable.
Electric High quality driver and high end Led’s for a long lifetime,  
 battery backup for emergency and dimmable versions are  
 available.
Housing Seawater resistant, galvanized aluminium housing
Lightsource/Optic Designed in two length with 2200 or 4500 lumen output  
 from the fixture, Led’s are covered by opalic  
 polycarbonate diffuser.
Application For areas like car decks, open decks, engine rooms and  
 other demanding applications such as extreme weather  
 conditions at sea
Design According to rules of maritime classification societies,  
 additional VDE and IEC/EN
Approvals Germanischer Lloyd approved 
Ambient Temp. Operation from -35ºC up to +55ºC in standard version
Finish Grey anodized 
Connection Connection box with cable entry 2xM25x1.5 polyamide  
 D7-17mm and blind plugs 2xM25x1.5 polyamide Terminal  
 3-pole/6 mm²

TL60
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TL44-G2 LED TL43-W

Glamox TL44-S G2 LED is a flexible and streamlined splash proof luminaire. 
With its slim design and efficient functionality, TL44-S G2 is a practical solution 
for many different applications. It is easily fitted onto ceilings or walls. With 
the optional vibration damping suspension it is also well suited for evacuation 
shelters or areas of high vibration. TL44-S G2 LED is equally elegant in a corridor 
or on the bridge or in an engine room with stringent demands for IP class and 
high luminosity.

TL44-S G2 LED can be supplied with DALI dimming or ultrasonic movement 
sensors. Installation solutions with sensors or dimming are useful energy saving 
options. This will also increase the lifetime of components. Variants with 3 hour 
emergency.

Light source LED
 TL44-S G2 LED 2000 lumen out 662 mm length
 TL44-S G2 LED 3600 lumen out 1222 mm length
 3000 / 4000 K. CRI 80. CRI 90 and CCT on request.  
 MacAdams 3.
Driver Fixed output (HF) and DALI dimmable.
Body material 
& colour The luminaire housing is made of galvanized pre-painted  
 steel with a second layer of white epoxy/polyester  
 powder coated finish to achieve extra protection against  
 corrosion. End caps in injection molded ASA. The diffuser  
 is made of extruded opal fire rated polycarbonate.
Mounting Ceiling or wall
Accessories Suspension kits
Connection 1 membrane gland in each end cap and 2 x membrane  
 glands in top of luminaire housing. 5 pole 2,5 mm²  
 push-in terminal block. 5 x 2,5 mm² through wiring  
 TW option
Integrated sensors Can be supplied with ultra sonic movement sensor type  
 UBM-SEN.
Emergency system Integrated emergency light. 3 hour emergency  
 lighting Standard.

Glamox TL43-W is an easy, efficient family of luminaires displaying classic 
style. TL43-W is an wall or corner-mounted luminaire supplied with uplight for 
mounting low on walls or with no uplight for mounting in the corner between 
wall and ceiling. The luminaire provides an excellent diffusion in corridors and 
with efficient lighting of floor spaces. They are designed to meet maritime 
requirements. TL43-W luminaires with their minimalistic and timeless design are 
easy to install. Their efficient lighting give good glare control. The luminaires are 
delivered as standard in white painted steel with synthetic end caps. Diffuser is 
made in a combined extruded opal and clear polycarbonate. This luminaire is 
available as LED version or with T5 lightsource.

Mounting To be mounted direct to the wall or in the corner.
Electric Electronic ballast and G5 lamp base or LED, two holes at  
 the back and two knockouts at upper side for cable entry.
Housing Steel housing powder coated white RAL 9016 with plastic  
 end caps.
Lightsource/Optic LED or T5 light sources. Diffuser is made in a combined 
 extruded opal and clear polycarbonate.
Battery 3 cells NI-MH 3,6V-2,0Ah

T5
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AL60-SCAL60-SQ 

The AL60-SQ comes in two different sizes, 290 x 290 mm and 340 x 340 mm, 
in grey, white or black colour. Several decors are available (details see technical 
description). The light technique make sure that the luminaire gives a very good 
and homogen light. IP54 and IK10 (impact class) give flexibility in usage. Due 
to the LED technology the light is energy saving and offers a long lifetime. The 
compact design enables an easy installation.

Light source Colour tolerances: MacAdams 3
 Colour rendering: CRI > 8
 Color temperature 3000K or 4000K on request
 Lifetime: Minimum 50 000 hour, L70 at max
 Ta=45°C or 50°C
 SQ290 LED 1100 lumen out
 SQ340 LED 2000 lumen out
 For precise lumen values please see the data sheet on  
 item level in web
Mounting Surface or wall mounting, fixed with 4 screws. Backside  
 has 3 x M20 knock outs with grommets for fixed cable  
 installation cable. Sides have 3 M20 knock outs with  
 Quick seal grommets that takes cables from 7 to 11 mm in  
 diameter. Push in terminal block 5 x 2 x 2.5 mm².
Application For crew and public areas as cabins, corridors, stair  
 cases, lounges and shopping areas.
Design According to marine requirements
Housing and Optic The housing is made in  solid die-cast aluminium IP54 and  
 painted in polyester powder paint in colour grey (RAL  
 9006), White (RAL 9016) or Black (RAL 9005). The  
 diffuser is in impact resistant opal polycarbonate (PC).
 Decor rings are in black, white, grey, chrome and cobber.  
 Without a decorative trim ring the AL60 SQ will have an  
 an even more robust look.
Electric With integrated HF driver that also can be phase  
 cut dimmed.
Ballast & Connection Offers a choice between fixed output (HF)  
 and dimming (DIM).
 Connection with 5 pole push-in terminal block prepared  
 for through wiring and grommets in out. 
Solid classification IK10 impact class and IP54 ingress protection.
Dimensions AL60-SQ 290 => 290 x 290 mm
 AL60-SQ 340 => 340 x 340 mm

Glamox AL60-SC is a small surface mounted cabin light. The building height 
only 25 mm when installing it in the ceiling. The AL60-SC comes with several 
decors. It is available in B0 fire protection design. IP65 and IK10 (impact class) 
give flexibility in usage. Due to the LED technology the light is energy saving and 
offers a long lifetime. The compact design enables an easy installation.

Light source Colour tolerances: MacAdams 3
 Colour rendering: CRI > 8
 Lifetime: Minimum 50 000 hour, L70 at max
 Ta= 40°C
 LED 700 lumen out
Driver The output is fixed (HF)
Mounting Surface or wall mounting, fixed with 3 screws. To be  
 delivered with cable with quick connector Ensto NAC  
 (QCE), or with connector Wago Midi (QCA). Option with  
 1 meter C1.
Connection Connection possibilites with Ensto, Wago quick connector  
 or 1 meter cable.
Electric With integrated HF driver that also can be phase  
 cut dimmed. Can be dimmed with the dimmers type GIRA  
 306 and GIRA 2262.
Application For crew and public areas as cabins, corridors, stair  
 cases, lounges and shopping areas.
Design According to marine requirements.
 It is available in B0 fire protection design. 
Housing & Optic The housing is made in solid die-cast aluminium IP65 and  
 painted in polyester powder paint in the colours grey  
 (RAL 9006), White (RAL 9016) and Black (RAL 9005).  
 Decor rings are in black, white, grey, chrome and cobber.  
 Decor rings are fiexed by magnets.
 The diffuser is in impact resistant opal polycarbonate (PC).  
 The dimensions are 160 mm diameter and 25 mm high.
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AL60-Cabin

Glamox AL60-Cabin is a goosneck designed bedlamp with an integrated touch 
switch that is dimmable. It has a characteristic modern look with the flexible arm 
that makes it easy to change the angle of the light. The lamphead is designed 
for cooling to improve a long lifetime for the LED inside and comes in black and 
chrome colour. It comes with several decors. AL60-Cabin is also available with 
an integrated USB socket for charging. Due to the LED technology the light is 
energy saving and it is easy to install. 

Light source Color tolerances: MacAdams 3
 Color rendering: CRI > 8
 Color temperature 3000K or 4000K on request
 Lifetime: Minimum 50 000 hour, L70 at max Ta=45°
 LED 300 lumen out
 With integrated dimmable touch switch 3-100%”
Connection AL60-Cabin
 Connection possibilites with a 2 pole push-in terminal  
 block, black box and double insulated design.
Electric With integrated HF driver and switch. Switch has a  
 dimming function from 5–100 %.
Application For crew anhd public areas such as cabins. 
 For bridges or control rooms.
Design According to marine requirements.
Housing and Optic The housing is made of solid PA (polyamide). The choice  
 of colours are grey (RAL 9006) and Black (RAL 9005).  
 White housing is on request. The gooseneck is produced  
 with solid material and is coated in black rubber. The  
 lamp head is made in aluminium or chrome.

 The selection of different decor plates, which are fastened  
 to the luminaire with magnets, are chrome, grey or black.  
 Copper and white on request.

AL60-W

Glamox AL60-W is a compact and elegant mirror luminaire. It is small in size 
but with a high light output that lightens not only the mirror, but also the room. 
In smaller bathrooms you will only need the mirror light. The small size and 
simple form makes this luminaire blend in perfectly in a cabin. IP54 and IK09 
(impact class) give flexibility in usage. Due to the LED technology the light is 
energy saving and offers a long lifetime. The compact design enables an easy 
installation.

Light source Colour tolerances: MacAdams 3
 Colour rendering: CRI > 8
 Color temperature 3000K or 4000K on request
 Lifetime: Minimum 50 000 hour, L70 at max Ta 48°C
 LED 500 or 1100 lumen out
Mounting Wall mounting, fixed with 2 screws. Back side have 2  
 M20 knock outs with Quick seal grommets that takes  
 cables from 7 to 11 mm in diameter. Push in termianl block  
 3 x 2 x 2.5 mm².
Connection Connection with 3 pole push-in terminal block prepared  
 for through wiring through grommets. Integrated sensors  
 Ultrasonic movement sensor type U-SEN optional.
Electric HF driver. Dimming on request. Option with Ulrasonic  
 sensor (U-SEN) that is a combined movement, daylight  
 and timer sensor.
Application Mirror ight for wall mounting above or on side and usage  
 as berth light
Design According to marine requirements
Housing and Optic The housing comes in die-cast aluminium, painted in 
 polyester powder paint in colour grey (RAL 9006), 
 White (RAL 9016) or Black (RAL 9005). The diffuser is in 
 impact resistant opal polycarbonate (PC). The dimensions 
 are 62x67x363 mm. IP54

Watch the video on www.glamox.com/gmo/tv!
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AL42 (Berth light)AL42 (Berth light)

Glamox AL42-W is a compact designed bed light. It has a characteristic modern 
look and is designed to meet maritime requirements. AL42-W is available with 
integrated on off switch (S), or touch switch that is dimmable (S-DIM), or touch 
switch that is dimmable and with an integrated USB socket for charging (S-DIM 
and USB). Due to the LED technology the light is energy saving with only 6 W at 
353 lm light output. It is easy to install – only three screws for fixing, connect and 
fix cover. The bed light is flexible to cover 110 - 230 V, 50 - 60 Hz.

Light source Color tolerances: MacAdams 3
 Color rendering: CRI > 8
 Color temperature 3000K or 4000K on request
 Lifetime: Minimum 50 000 hour, L70 at max Ta=35°
 LED 350 lumen out
Driver Offers a choice between switch on/off (S) with fixed  
 output (HF), switch with touch dimming and on/off (S-DIM)  
 and with USB charger (USB).
Body material 
& colour The housing is made of solid PA (polyamide) in black.  
 Geartray in steel white powder painted. Diffuser in white  
 polycarbonate (PC).
Accessories Solid diffuser in white polycarbonate (PC)
Connection Connection possibilites with a 3 pole push-in terminal  
 block
Application Glamox AL42-W is a compact designed bed light. It has  
 a characteristic modern look.

 AL42-W is available with integrated on off switch (S),  
 or touch switch that is dimmable (S-DIM), or touch switch  
 that is dimmable and with an integrated USB socket for  
 charging (S-DIM and USB). Due to the LED technology the  
 light is energy saving and it is easy to install.

Split

Split (M) is a powerful task light for large, demanding work places at sea. It has 
twice the light output and provides higher lux levels than of our traditional task 
lights. Split is particularly suitable for large work surfaces where plenty of light is 
needed.

Light source 2 x 6W LED modules
 Colour rendering: CRI 90
 Correlated colour temperature (CCT): 3000K
 Lifetime: min. 50.000 hours 
Optic Asymmetric light output. White, polycarbonate reflectors.
 Arm technology & movement
 
 Parallel, three-pivot arm. Side-to-side and up and down  
 head movement. Arm lengths: 80 cm.
Sensors Split can also be delivered with an integrated PIR-sensor.  
 The sensor turns the light on when motion is detected. The  
 sensor also turns the light off after 15 minutes of inactivity.
Body material 
& colour Steel arm and aluminium shade. Colours:  white, black 
 or aluminium grey.
Mounting Standard with table clamp. Table base and integrated  
 table mounts (TT table mount and TE bushing) are  
 available on request.
Power Supply Plug-in 20V power supply. Delivered with cable and plug
Timer A shut-off function is integrated. The light will automatically  
 shut off after 4 or 9 hours.
Switch On/off and seamless dimming.
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Ovelo

With its unique design and all metal construction, this impressive task light 
willstand out in any office environment. It has a particularly good light output, 
andan arm with covered spring design, long reach and great flexibility. Yet its 
overallsize is modest. Ovelo is dimmable and has an automatic shut-off in order 
to saveenergy. Standard version with table clamp. Other accessories can be 
orderedseparately. Colours: White, black or silver grey. 

Light source Supplied with 1 x integrated LED module 6W.  
 Correlated colour temperature (CCT) is 3200 K,  
 Coulour rendition index (CRI) is 90.
Optic Asymmetric light output. White, polycarbonate reflectors.
Housing Steel arm and aluminium shade.
 Colours: white, black or aluminium grey.
Am length (mm) 700

Wave (M)

Wave (M) LED is a magnifier for maritime applications. It offers shadow-free 
magnification with light coming from both sides, as well as three-dimensional 
magnification with light coming from the left or right. The 3D-feature is especially 
welcome when working with circuit boards and similar delicate objects. With its 
rectangular lens, Wave LED is also suitable for reading purposes.Wave (M) it is 
delivered with friction locking at both arms and table clamp Colours: White or 
light grey.

Light source 2 x 6W LED modules
 Colour rendering: CRI 80
 Correlated colour temperature (CCT): 4000K
 Lifetime: min. 50.000 hours 
Body material 
& colour Steel arm, shade in aluminium. 
 Colour: White or light grey.
Optic Standard with 3.5 or 5 diopter crown glass lens. Lens  
 dimensions are 175 x 108 mm. For additional  
 magnification a secondary lens, 4D, 6D or 10D can be  
 attached to the magnifier.
Power supply Delivered with cable and plug
Arm technology 
& movement Parallel, three-pivot arm. Arm length is 105 cm.
Mounting Standard with table clamp. Other table clamps, integrated  
 table mounts and trolley are available on request.
Timer A shut-off function is integrated. The ligt will automatically  
 shut off after 4 or 9 hours.
Switch Two separate switches and three-step dimming 0-50-100%
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FX60

The Ex de LED floodlights are designed for a long lifetime and high efficiency 
without any maintenance. The Ex d module of the floodlight has no flame path 
and the connection box is Ex e approved.

LED gives instant light and the floodlight is immune against voltage drops. The 
special design of seawater resistant aluminium anodized module housing secures 
an excellent cooling. Mounting frame and bracket are made of stainless steel.

The floodlights are ATEX, IECEx and TRCU certified

Light source Array of LED with 4500lm output per module, with  
 extreme long rated lifetime of 100.000 hours at ambient  
 temperature of 45°C
Connection as standard for external connection the FX60 comes with  
 2 cable glands M25 Ex e brass nickel plated (others on  
 request).
 The glands are for cable diameter from 10 to 17mm,
 Ex e external connection box at the back of the floodlight  
 with terminals for cross section up to 6mm²
Optic The FX60 floodlight is available in wide, medium or  
 narrow beam characteristic, with clear safety glass  
 dome. The floodlight is available with 1 to 4 modules  
 corresponding 4500lm to 18000lm system output in  
 5000k light colour.
Electric Integrated IC driver available in 120Vac or 230Vac or  
 254Vac 50/60Hz, low power consumption of 40W per  
 module only.
 No inrush current due to the IC driver technology.  
 The modules are connected in the external connection box  
 and working independently.
Housing Modules out of di-casting, seawater resistant aluminium,  
 frame and bracket out of stainless steel AISI 316
Mounting Adjustable bracket in stainless steel AISI 316 unpowdered  
 8x50mm as standard.
 Holeplates have position locks both sides for 2 to 4  
 module version as standard.
Finish Modules are anodized
Ambient Temp. Operation temperature from -50°C up to +55°C
Approvals IECEx and ATEX approved
Design According to rules of maritime classification societies  
 and IEC standards
Application Hazardous areas zone 1 and zone 2

IP

DL60 family (downlights)

The DL60 LED is a new modern slim downlight family with built-in LED, that 
replaces halogen and compact tubes. DL60 runs on low energy and has a long 
lifetime. It comes with a wide range of trims and decors and is easy to install. 
The downlights trims are available in white, brass or chrome. DL60 LED 
downlights have light source and driver included. DL60 products are IP55 under 
ceiling with an extra IP55 decor in front.

The DL60-RF155 and R155 are also available with 3 hour emergency or as 
nightlight/UPS emergency.

Light source LED
 Available in 500, 700, 800, 900, 1100,  
 1400 and 2100 lm
Housing Solid die cast aluminum. Option for slim trims in  
 white (WH), chrome (CH) or brass (BR). Can be delivered  
 with or without (WO TR) trim. Option for an IP55 decor  
 that gives IP55 under ceiling. Can be adjustable or fixed.
Design According to marine requirements
Application For crew and public areas as cabins, corridors,  
 stair cases, lounges and shopping areas.
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FL60

 The LED floodlights are designed for a long lifetime and high efficiency. The 
LED gives instant light and is immune against voltage drops. The special design 
of seawater resistant aluminium anodized module housing secures an excellent 
cooling. Mounting frame and bracket are made of stainless steel.

The floodlights are designed according to rules of maritime classification societies, 
additional VDE and IEC/EN.

Mounting Adjustable brackets stainless steel 316, unpowdered
Connection Exteral connection box at the back with 2 Nickel plated  
 brass cable glands M24 for cable diameter of 10mm to  
 14mm. Terminals for 6mm² external connection and  
 through wiring.
Electric New intergrated driver technology.
 Two brass cable entries M24x1,5 as standard for through  
 wiring. 3-pole terminal 6mm²
Housing Seawater resistant aluminium anodized module housing,  
 stainless steel frame and mounting bracket
Lightsource/Optic The included LED light source and driver are designed for  
 an extreme long life time of 100.000 hours at ta 45°C  
 with remaining 70% light output (L70). The floodlight is  
 available with different characteristics as WB, MB and NB.
Application IP 66/67 floodlight for decks and hulls, industrial areas
Design According to rules of maritime classification societies
Ambient Temp. Operation temperature from -45°C up to +55°C
Finish Anodised modules, special colours on request

IP

FL40

The LED floodlights are designed for a long lifetime and high efficiency. The 
LED gives instant light and is immune against voltage drops. The special design 
of seawater resistant aluminium anodized module housing secures an excellent 
cooling. Mounting frame and bracket are made of stainless steel.

The floodlights are designed according to rules of maritime classification 
societies, additional VDE and IEC/EN.

Mounting Adjustable brackets stainless steel 316, unpowdered
Electric Inbuild driver for 110 to 240 V AC/DC (50/60Hz) or  
 12V to 24V DC. Connection cable 1.5m
 High voltage version:
 110 VAC - 240 VAC (50/60Hz), >94% effectiveness
  Low voltage version:
 12 VDC - 24 VDC, > 94%  effectiveness
Housing Seawater resistant aluminium module housing, RAL9016  
 Polyester coated, stainless steel mounting bracket
Lightsource/Optic The included 100W high power LED light source with  
 10.000lm light output and the driver are designed for a  
 long rated life time of 50.000 hours at ta 45°C and  
 covered by a safty glass diffuser.  The floodlight is  
 available with different characteristics as Spot Beam (SB),  
 Narrow Beam (NB), Medium Beam (MB) or Wide Beam  
 (WB).
 LED in 3000k, 4000k, 5000k light colour.
 A dimmable version is available on request.
Remarks Weight: 3,7 kg
 Protection degree: IP68
 Inpact resistance: IK08
 CE 
Temperature from -35° up to +45°C.
Connection cable Connection cable 1.5m; 3-wire / dimmable version; 
 5-wire (0-10V)

IP
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FL45

The LED floodlights are designed for a long lifetime and high efficiency. The 
LED gives instant light and is immune against voltage drops. The special design 
of seawater resistant aluminium module housing secures an excellent cooling. 
Mounting frameis made of stainless steel. The floodlights are designed according 
to rules of maritime classification societies, additional VDE and IEC/EN.

Application IP 66/67 floodlight for over the board light, illumination of  
 safe areas, rescue areas and deck areas
Design According to rules of maritime classification societies
Ambient Temp. Operation temperature from -35°C up to +45°C
Finish Seawater resistant aluminium module housing in RAL9016  
 Polyester coated, 
 stainless steel mounting bracket unpainted
Connection Connection box at the back
Mounting Adjustable brackets stainless steel 316, unpowdered
Electric Inbuild driver for 110 to 240 V 50/60Hz
 Inbuild driver for 24V DC or 110 to 240V
Lightsource/Optic The included 1000W high power LED light source with  
 110 lm/Watt light output (according to lightcolour and  
 reflector) and the driver are designed for a long rated  
 life time of 50.000 hours at ta 45°C and covered by  
 a safety glass diffuser. The floodlight is available with  
 different characteristics as Spot Beam 12° (SB), Narrow  
 Beam 28° (NB), Medium Beam 40° (MB), Wide Beam  
 61° (WB) or Extra Wide Beam 80° (XWB).
 LED in 3000k, 4000k, 5000k light colour.
Housing Seawater resistant aluminium module housing, RAL9016  
 Polyester coated, stainless steel mounting bracket

IP

TX65

The TX65 LED area lighting is designed for installation and use in Hazardous 
areas, Zones 1 and 2. By using latest LED technology it offers a virtually 
maintenance-free solution for all high and medium intensity lighting requirements 
on low power consumption. Seawater resistant aluminium anodized module 
housing for excellent cooling. Stainless steel ceiling or pole mounting. The light 
offers 100 000 hours lifetime at an ambient temperature of 45°C.

The lights are IECEx, ATEX and TRCU certified. 

Light source Array of LEDs with 3000 lm, 4500 lm output per module  
 in 3000 K or 5000 K light colour temperature and  
 CRI>80
Optic One or two module versions with safty glaas dome
Housing Modules in die-casted, seawater resistant aluminium,  
 designed for exelent heat management, frame and bracket  
 stainless steel AISI 316L
Application Hazardous areas zone 1 and 2 Due to the extreme wide  
 light output this area light can be used in low base  
 aplications instead of fixtures with tubes
Design According to rules of maritime classification societies and  
 IEC standards
Approvals ATEX and IECEx approved
Ambient Temp. Operation: - 50° C up to + 55° C
 Storage temperature: - 55° C up to + 80° C
Finish Modules anodized
Mounting Ceiling mounted or pole mounting (for diameters  
 up to 65mm)
Connection Ex e external connection box, terminal 6 mm² 2 cable  
 glands M25 Ex e brass nickel plated (others on request)  
 standard for cable 10 to 17 mm

IP
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TX60

 Glamox sets a new standard for reduced cost of ownership with-in the oil & gas 
industry with TX60 LED for Ex zone 1 applications. Its design is perfect for use in 
harsh areas, with an impressive temperature range down to -50°C up to +55°C. 

TX60 LED can be used as a direct replacement for the T8 fluorescent fitting. No 
new lighting calculations are needed. The mounting fixings can easily replace 
most T8 hazardous fittings on the market due to the flexible design.

The advanced IC driver technology is class leading and offer 100 000 hrs 
at +45°C with no system lifetime limitations. The fixture has an impressive 
temperature range from as low as -50C up to +55C.TX60 LED will ensure a safe 
and high visual working environment for personnel due to its high quality colour 
rendering.

Mounting Mounted to the ceiling or cable trays by screws.
 Different screwed mounting brackets, shock mounts or  
 triangles are available, mounting distance adjustable.
Connection Connection box with 2 certified cable glands M25  
 polyamide D7-17mm and blind plugs M25 polyamide.
 Versions with through wiring with 2 connection boxes,  
 one each end.
 Terminals for 6 mm² core diameter
Electric High quality IC driver without inrush current.
 Flexible wiring heat resistant up to 105°C.
 Versions with through wiring and emergency are available.
Housing Seawater resistant, anodized aluminium housing
Lightsource/Optic Designed in two length with 2200 or 4500 lumen output  
 from the fixture, Led’s are covered by soft opalic  
 polycarbonate diffuser.
Application For all zone 1 and zone 2 areas in onshore and offshore  
 demanding applications.
Design According to rules of maritime classification societies,  
 additional VDE and IEC/EN
Ambient Temp. Operation from -50ºC* up to +55ºC
 Emergency version is charging and discharging down  
 to -40°C with 1.5h or 3h emergency duration
 * The luminaire with big connection box  
 (emergency and TW) has to be installed protected against  
 mechanical loads.
Finish Grey anodized

IP

Watch the video on www.glamox.com/gmo/tv!

MAX LED IC

MAX LED is an Ex e high quality longlife LED luminaire, specially designed for 
long lifetime with less maintenance. LEDs are driven by an inrush free integrated 
circuit driver. The luminaire has a hinged geartray for easy access. The luminaire 
housing is made of Galfan (Z) or stainless steel (S), with white stove enamelled 
epoxy/polyester powder finish. Housing of Galfan (Z) is not suitable for marine 
outdoor installation. The diffuser is made of impact-proof polycarbonate. The 
emergency model is supplied with an external battery box for lower temperature 
of the battery to increase the lifetime in warm areas. Emergency light versions are 
available with 1.5 or 3-hours battery duration.

We have also introduced a new LED replacement kit for MAX. Longer product 
lifetime, a greener profile and low maintenance are some of the benefits. 

Light source Special designed linear LED modules with integrated  
 IC driver technology light colour temperature of 5000K
Connection One cable gland and one blind plug at each end as  
 standard. One 6-way Ex screw terminal block 6 mm²  
 each end. Through wiring 6 x 2,5 mm².
Optic Diffuser in moulded polycarbonate with self-locking clips.  
 White painted cover plate between components and  
 light sources.
Electric High quality IC driver without inrush current. Version with  
 emergency for 1,5 hours or 3 hours are available.  
 Conversion kit available to upgrade MAX T8 to  
 LED version.
Housing Housing in Galfan (Z) for indoor and acid proof stainless  
 steel (S) for outdoor marine environment.
Application For mounting indoor or outdoor Zone 1 and Zone 2 areas
Design Designed according to IEC, Ex and maritime requirements
Approvals ATEX and IECEx approved
Finish Powder coated white RAL9016 in gloss 90 for easy  
 maintenance
Mounting To be mounted on ceiling, cable trays or brackets welded  
 to building construction. Fixed end brackets as standard,  
 other on request.

IP

Watch the video on www.glamox.com/gmo/tv!
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Series 65Series 44

The Series 65 LED Navigation lights are applicable for all vessels ≥ 20 m 
in length. The LED Navigation lights fulfil all requirements of International 
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea 1972 (COLREG) are published by 
the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and local rules. Arctic versions are 
for low temperature areas.

The Series 65 are based on innovative LED technology. Compared with 
conventional Signaling lights, Series 65 set new standards in terms of lifetime, 
efficiency and reliability. The main and the back-up systems are compactly 
integrated in one housing. Series 65 Navigation lights are available in black, 
white and brass housing color.

Light source High power LED, mounted on aluminium
 Upper selection: main system 
 Lower section: back-up system 
Mounting 4 holes mounting with connection box
Electric Main lighting (upper unit) and spare lighting (lower unit)  
 with connection box and 2 x M25 x 1.5 cable entry.  
 Cable diameter 9–17 mm.
Housing Glass-Fibre reinforced polycarbonate or brass.  
 Other components of non-corroding materials.  
 Seawater resistant. Lid anodized aluminium or brass.
Finish Black, white or brass
Approvals EC Type Examination (Module B)
 Certificate 4581/001/6012437/13, USCG/UL 
Application For all vessels ≥20 m in length

The new Series 44 LED Navigation Light is wheelmarked accoding to EN 
14744 for recreational boats and vessels up to 50 m. (according to USCG/
IMO COLREG: > 20m). Series 44 is easy to install is based on known 
technology and have a unique and modern design. All this to meet customer 
expectations!

Series 44 is a state of the art navigation light with LED optics and high quality 
technology that ensures safety at sea in all weather conditions. The navigation 
lights fulfil all requirements of the “International Regulations for Preventing 
Collision at Sea 1972 (COLREG)”, published by the international Maritime 
Organization (IMO) and local rules. The application is depending on the 
visibility requirements.
 
Refit: To ensure a easy refit, Series 44 is designed with the same footprint as 
Series 43/Series 40.

Light source 1 power LED module
Electric Multivolt, invers polarity protection included,  
 EMC tested
Power Supply 12-24VDC according the ISO 10133 EMC/EMI  
 according EMC1 for open deck and Bridge.
Installation Easy with Water protected IP67 cable connections made  
 of stainless steel in “over flap” housing.
Housing Polycarbonate, black or white, seawater resistant,  
 UV-resistant, non-corrosive and non-magnetic, impact and  
 shock resistant. Same footprint and fixing points like S40,  
 S41 and S43.
Dimensions/Weight Dimensions: see drawing
 Weight: 0,189 kg
Visibility 2 nm
Approvals  
and Warranty USCG, Wheelmark
 5 years warranty (non-commercial use) 
Temperature range -20°C to +35°C degradation control
Optics  
and Electronics With “sealed for life” technology IP68

IPIP

Watch the video on www.glamox.com/gmo/tv!
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HX55-P (red/green)

Perimeter lights are used to mark and illuminate the perimeter of helideck. These 
lights help the helicopter pilots to locate the helideck for safe landing at night.

Perimeter lights are available as surface mounted versions in different types of 
assembly, but the product series also includes recessed versions.

The high performance of our latest development, the LED perimeter light, is 
ensured by its polycarbonate lens and state of the art LED technology. Other 
features are the dimming function of 10%, 30% or 100%, and low power 
consumption of maximum 7W. The weight of the standard unit is 3.4 kg 
(recessed version) / 1.8 kg (surface version), thus allowing for a small and 
compact design. Different diameters of the recessed version are available on 
request. The light is in accordance with ICAO Annex 14 Vol II Heliport and 
CAP437. They are certified according to IECEx and ATEX.

Light source High power LED green (not changeable)
Optic Seawater resistant lens (PMMA)
Electric 24 V DC, 115 - 230 V AC
Housing Seawater resistant aluminium (Perimeter light)  
 GRP junction box
Application Perimeter light for industrial and aviation indication.  
 Rated lifetime u to 100 000 hours. Small and  
 compact design.
Design According to ICAO and CAP437. Recessed and  
 surface mounted.
Approvals According to ICAO Annex 14 II Helipot.
 According to CAP437.
 HX55-P junction box version: Ex e mb IIC T5 Gb
 HX55-P recessed version: Ex mb IIC T5 Gb
Ambient Temp. -40°C / +55°C
Finish Anodized black
Mounting Recessed: 4 holes Ø 9,5 mm 
 Surface: Different types.
Connection Exe 2xM25 cable entries on connection box
 HX55-P junction box version:
 - Terminal minimum cable diameter: 0,5 mm²
 - Terminal maximum cable diameter: 10 mm²

Obstacle lights are operated as permanent lights. They also serve as night light 
indication of aviation obstacles such as helideck and radio towers.

All Obstacle light models are protected against adverse weather conditions and 
available in different types of assembly. The Obstacle lights are in a accordance 
with common regulations for civil aviation ICAO low intensity Type A and 
CAP168 Type A (10cd). They are certified according to IECEx and ATEX.

The obstacle light is characterized by its low power consumption, not exceeding 
5 W – depending on type and voltage. It included the state of the art LED 
technology and it is equipped with a polycarbonate lens. It can be connected 
via an M16 cable gland or a flying lead (0.5 m). Available either with 
connection box or with horizontal/ vertical brackets.

Light source High power LED red (not changeable)
Optic Seawater resistant lens (PMMA)
Electric 24V DC, 110-230V AC
Housing Seawater resistant aluminum GRP junction box
Application Obstacle light for industrial and aviation indication.  
 Rated lifetime up to 100 000 hours.  
 Small and compact design.
Design 10cd: ICAO, low intensity light type A; Tab. 6.3, AVV
Approvals According to ICAO Annex 14 Vol I Type A, AVV 10c
 According to CAP168 
 HX55-O (junction box version): Ex e mb IIC T5 Gb
  HX55-O (bracket version): Ex mb IIC T5 Gb
Ambient Temp. -40°C / +55°C
Finish Anodized black
Mounting Different types of surface mounted. Also available in  
 vertical and horizontal versions.
Connection Exe 2 x M25 cable entries on connection box
 HX55-O (junction box version)
 - Terminal minimum cable diameter: 0,5 mm²
 - Terminal maximum cable diameter: 10 mm²

IP

HX55-O (red/green)
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SL40 R5 2000 Halogen XS3000 R60 with main panel

The SL40 R5 is designed to meet marine requirements. Benefitting from low 
weight (Aluminium motorhouse and lamphouse), simple mounting and long 
run time, the design is clean and compact and all components are chosen to 
withstand corrosion.

The Searchlights are especially equipped for vessels with high demand of light 
output or operating in harsh winter and ice conditions such as tugs, icebreakers, 
offshore supply vessels or ice-classed vessels. The SL40 R5 Searchlights provide 
reliable lighting in a wide range of watt sizes and different voltages. They are 
also designed for arctic environments with temperatures down to -50 °C.

Light source QT 1000W, 2000W
Accessories Suitable for all kinds of ships, the control system is based  
 on a proven conventional relay/transistor technology and  
 a standard multi-core cable. Each searchlight can be  
 controlled by unlimited number of main panels.  
 The SL40 R5 is open to be operated in conjunction with  
 the touch screen based R60 BUS control system. The  
 main panel is delivered with a joystick and buttons for  
 lamp on/off, horizontal and vertical speed adjustment.  
 Vertical movement 60 degrees. There are also versions  
 available with lamp focus function.
Optic Adjustable beam on most versions, with a durable high  
 polished aluminium reflector, specially designed for  
 halogen lamps
Electric 230 V
Housing High quality seawater resistant aluminium housing finished  
 in white polyester coating. Other RAL colours for housing  
 on request.
Mounting Easy mounting direct to deck or on pedestal
Connection Connecting with cable glands in polyamide. Up to 5000  
 meters cable between main panel and searchlight.
 Scope of delivery
 C = Searchlight complete, with manual Focus  
 (hand wheel)
 CF = Searchlight complete, with electronic Focus (panel)

Searchlights are especially equipped for vessels with high demand of light 
output or operating in harsh winter and ice conditions such as tugs, icebreakers, 
offshore supply vessels or ice-classed vessels. The Xenon R60 Searchlights 
provide reliable lighting in a wide range of watt sizes and different voltages. 
They are also designed for arctic environments with temperatures down to -50°C. 

Light source Xenon 500, 1000, 1600, 2000, 3000W
Optic Adjustable beam and durable silver-plated glass reflector  
 specially designed for xenon lamps. Optional Nickle  
 Rhodium reflector for extreame light output.
Electric 115/230V
Housing High quality seawater resistant aluminium housing finished  
 in white polyester coating. Other RAL colours on request.
Application Suitable for all kinds of ships, the robust control system  
 R60 is based on a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller)  
 platform, where 9 different searchlights can be connected  
 to the same BUS network through Ethernet CAT 5-E  
 cables. The system is open and can operate on its own  
 LAN network or on a common field BUS network on the  
 vessel. Open for external input/commands from third party  
 components, makes the R60 able to integrate with radars,  
 security command centers or similar. It is a stepless system,  
 adjustable with 360° horizontal and 50° vertical  
 movement. Both horizontal and vertical indicators are  
 included, with an accuracy down to 1°.
Mounting Easy mounting direct to the deck or on pedestal
Connection Connecting with cable glands in polyamide. Maximum  
 100 m LAN cable between switches, panels and   
 searchlights. Unlimited number of switches can be  
 connected in one system.
Scope of delivery Control panel, switch, spare lamp and power supply  
 to be ordered separately.
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Glamox  
and LINKSrechts  
– combining the best 
of both worlds!

www.glamox.com www.linksrechts.de

Please take a look at our webside  
for many other solutions and products 

for the Navy segment!

Navy 1934 Chart table 

Navy 1307

Navy FL60N

The FL60N40102 provides green LED light which is compliant to Night Vision 
Goggles operations and not disturbing the Helicopter Pilot during approach of 
a Navy vessel. After several tests with regards to shock, vibration and EMC the 
product has shown the capability to be used on Naval vessels around the world. 
The FL60N Flood light is also available in other configurations like with 1 LED 
module, 2 modules or 3 modules. Also a combination with individual switching 
of white or green or red modules is possible. Dimmable 10% to 100%.

The 1934018001 (Chart table light) has been recently redesigned with new 
white and green LED ś. The new green LED ś are NVIS compatible and will not 
disturb Night Vision Googles operation when the Luminaire is installed on places 
where the light is visible from the outside. The light can be dimmed in a range of 
10 % to 100 % and with a toggle switch the light source can be selected.

The 1307010000 Orientation Light illuminates gangways and special areas to 
avoid accidents by walking through the vessel. The light is normally installed in a 
height of approx. 60 cm at the walls and is shining downwards to illuminate the 
floor. The luminaire is available with white or green LED ś and can be dimmed.

IP
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150 years of competence in lighting

This year our brand “aqua signal” celebrates its 150th anniversary. The German company 
was founded in 1868 in Bremen, producing petroleum navigation lights. Very short after that 
“Ahlemann & Schlatter” which was the original name causes sensation and is accentuated as 
specialist for marine and deep-sea fishing products. This was the start of an industrial adventure 
that still goes on as part of the famous Glamox family.

Since 1868, our ability to stay in the forefront 
of the technological development has made 
it possible for us to provide our customers 
with state-of-the-art lighting products on a 
continuous basis. Our products and solutions 
are developed and tested by our engineers at 
our own research and testing facilities, and 
manufactured and certified in accordance 
with all relevant quality and environmental 
standards. They are based on the latest 
technology and expertise – and generations  
of experience.

1868_ Franz Ludwig Reinhard Ahlemann and 
Richard Theodor Hermann Schlatter established 
the commercial enterprise of Ahlemann & 
Schlatter in downtown Bremen dealing in 
construction and combustible materials.

1870/1871_ Ahlemann & Schlatter begin 
trading in petroleum after the German-
French War. A storage depot is purchased 
in Hemelingen to store the petroleum 
imported from America due to its favourable 
transportation access. The founders established 
their own production plant for petroleum 
navigation lights and kerosene lamps. The 
navigation lights only slowly establish a 
foothold, since the laws for carrying navigation 
light change frequently. The kerosene lamps 
are sold in grocery stores for lighting their 
business premises as well as personal 
households.

1911_ The first electrical machines are 
produced with access to public power. 
The result: in addition to the physical relief, 
production can be accelerated and the product 

assortment can be expanded. Electrical lights 
are included in the assortment for the first time. 
An electrical wholesale operation is added to 
the metal goods company in Hemelingen.

1939 – 44_ The production for the Military 
is underway. Important parts for the defence 
industry, such as vent channels and steel 
cabinets for submarines as well as metal 
reinforcements for aircraft propellers, are 
produced by Ahlemann & Schlatter. The 
company must disband its foreign contacts at 
the order of the German government, which 
had a very negative effect during the post 
war years. Long and difficult negotiations had 
to be conducted with former customers after 
1945 until these were prepared again to 
continue a business relationship again. During 
the war, the German Naval Observatory is 
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requested to produce standard regulations for 
the inspection of navigation lanterns. Each 
part of lanterns must be produced according 
to these regulations. Georg Ahlemann presents 
the Navy shipyard models of the standard 
lantern in 1944. A correspondence with the 
standards sheets is defined. Ahlemann & 
Schlatter also were not spared by the war. 
The company building in downtown Bremen is 
completely destroyed in the fall of 1944.

1950 – 1960_ The restructuring from a trade 
company to a powerful industrial company 
occurs at the beginning of the 1950s. 
Stamping machines, presses and welding 
apparatus are purchased. In addition, women 
are working in the assembly for the first time. 
In addition to navigation lanterns and lights 
for ships, as well as decorative lanterns, 
fluorescent lamps are specifically produced 
for advertising signs. A completely new, but 
vigorously growing sales market develops.

1971_ The International Regulation for 
Prevention of Collisions at Sea is revised 
and applied for the first time internationally 
according to the “International Maritime 
Organization” (IMO). These provisions are 
mandatory for all manufacturers and ship 
owners and offer the lantern manufacturers the 
opportunity to further develop their products. 
Ahlemann & Schlatter immediately begin 
with the development of new lanterns. The 
company in Bremen receives the prototype test 

and license for electrically powered navigation 
lanterns in 1971 as the first company. 
Ahlemann & Schlatter therefore achieved a 
lead and could improve their market position 
considerably. The brand logo “aqua signal” 
is introduced. This name is international 
and catchy. Especially Far Eastern business 
partners had difficulties in pronouncing the old 
name.

1975_ Ahlemann & Schlatter develops the 
first worldwide completely plastic lantern 
of polycarbonate that corresponds with the 
IMO regulations. A drum lens of acrylic is 
developed with the University of Karlsruhe, 
which almost completely replaces the glass. 
The company achieves its worldwide top 
position with such innovations.

1983_ Explosion-protected lamps are included 
in the program. The necessary know-how and 
the necessary testing possibilities by aqua 
signal represent an important precondition. The 
almost annual development of new products 
follows in this special segment from 1989.

1982_ The research and development 
department is expanded through extensive 
investments in testing devices.

1992_ aqua signal receives the Schütting 
award for economy and science. The 
first place is quoted at 15,000 DM. The 
underfloor lights by aqua signal, which are 

equipped with fibreglass, are honoured.  
Underfloor lighting with LED technology 
is developed during the same year. This 
designates the first LED light in production.

1995_ The Norwegian lighting corporation 
Glamox acquires 50.01 % of the capital 
stock prior to the capital increase, and then it 
receives 75 %. 

2000_ The LED technology advances and 
recessed lighting with LED technology is 
developed and sold for the leisure and 
passenger sector

2006_ The LED navigation lanterns are 
approved for the first time by the BSH. This is 
the breakthrough for all manufacturers in the 
LED development of navigation systems.

2010 – 2016_ Introducing a wide range of 
outstanding LED luminaires, e.g. TX60, FL40, 
Series 60/61 and many more, which can be 
found on the Glamox website www.glamox.
com/gmo.

2016_ Glamox shows that it offers not only 
products, but also thinks about how to use 
light for more comfortable working and living. 
Keywords are Human Centric light, CRI, dim 
to warm.
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Please refer to our website 

for information about 

our 5 year warranty.

Versalux Pty. Ltd
28 Edgerton Road
[PO Box 443]
Mitcham, Victoria, 3132

(03) 8878 2000 
(03) 8878 2099 
sales@versalux.com.au

www.versalux.com.au


